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Biographies 
 
Oğuz Alyanak 
Oğuz Alyanak is a recent graduate of the University of Chicago Master of Arts Program in 
the Social Sciences (concentration in Anthropology). He also holds degrees from Clark 
University (B.A 2006; Government and Int. Relations and Int. Development and Social 
Change) and Boğaziçi University (M.A 2010; Pol. Science and Int. Relations). His most 
recent research focuses on the negotiation of Turkish identity through festivals in Chicago 
and explores how secularism and Islam are discussed among members of the diaspora. 
 
 
Andrew Boyd 
Andrew Boyd is currently completing his Master of Arts in Middle Eastern Studies.  He 
received a Bachelor of Arts in International Affairs and Philosophy from Mercer 
University in 2010.  He first became interested in Algerian politics while studying in 
Morocco and hopes to pursue that interest into policy and development work concerning 
North Africa.  His other academic interests include political theory, world history, and US-
EU-MENA relations. 
 
 
Leopold Eisenlohr 
Leopold Eisenlohr graduated from the Ohio State University in 2011 with a degree in 
Chinese and Arabic and is currently studying Uzbek through the Center for Middle 
Eastern Studies MA program at the University of Chicago. He has studied in China and 
Syria, and is interested in poetry and prosody, Sinic Islamic intellectual traditions 
(specifically late Ming/early Qing dynasty Islamic scholarship), and in medieval Sino-
Turkic relations in inner Asia.  
 
 
Matthew Gillman 
Matthew Gillman earned his Bachelor of Arts in Near Eastern Studies with honors, minor 
in art history, at the University of Washington, Seattle. In Summer of 2010, he received a 
Critical Language Scholarship to study Turkish in Bursa; in Spring of 2011, he was an 
exchange student at Boğaziçi University. He is currently working on his Master of Arts in 
the Center for Middle Eastern Studies, and is interested in adaptations of literature and art 
across time, space, and media. 
 
 
Anna Langer 
Anna Langer is currently a graduate student in the Masters of the Arts, Program in the 
Humanities at the University of Chicago.  Anna obtained a Certificate in Drama from the 
University of North Carolina, School of the Arts in 2006 and a B.A. in Theater Arts and 
English from Mount Holyoke College in 2008.  After completing her undergraduate 
education, Anna worked in professional theater and taught at the high school level before 
moving to Israel.  In Israel, Anna researched social justice and the position and forms of 
media in the Middle East, while continuing her involvement in the arts.  Currently, Anna’s 
research is focused on the ideological structure of contemporary Israeli theater and the 
relationship of Israeli theater to Jewish religious practice, nationalism, and performance of 
identity in the public sphere.   
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Eastern Studies at the University of Chicago. His interests include the ethno-political 
history of the Levant and the emergence of national and pan-national identities in the 
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Maryam N. Sabbaghi 
Maryam N. Sabbaghi earned her Bachelor of Arts in Near Eastern Studies (Honors); 
Political Science; and Law, Societies, and Justice from the University of Washington, 
Seattle in March 2010. She also received certificates in advanced Persian and Persian 
Literature from the Dehkhoda International Center for Persian Studies in Tehran, Iran. 
She is currently a first-year Master of Arts student in Islamic Studies at the University of 
Chicago Divinity School. 
 
 
August Samie 
August Samie obtained his Bachelor of Arts with a dual focus in Creative Writing and 
Literature from California State University, Northridge in May 2011. He is currently 
pursuing a Master of Arts at the Center for Middle Eastern Studies at the University of 
Chicago.  His interests include, but are not limited to, Central Asian literatures, Turkic 
languages, and Uzbek identity and state formation.     
 
 
Rui Zheng 
Rui Zheng received his Bachelor of Arts from Rutgers University in History and Middle 
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Last February, after a long day of apartment hunting in smoky offices and 
moldering lofts, I returned to the hostel in Sultanahmet where I was staying; on the way 
in, I somehow managed to severely cut my hand on the classicizing doorjamb and—since 
the Spanish medical students sharing my room were out for the afternoon—I spent about 
an hour attempting to dress it myself. Hoping to sit for a while, sip tea, and collect my 
thoughts, I made my way to the terrace when, images of the unfolding Egyptian 
Revolution playing on the BBC, I decided to calm my nerves by taking a walk instead. 
 

Following the neighborhood’s slope away from its eponymous mosque toward 
Kennedy Avenue and the Marmara, I found a street devoid of all tourist accommodation, 
made a left turn under some train tracks, and passed the Akbıyık Mosque, supposedly the 
city’s oldest. Just across, a beat up door was adorned with a paste-up of a geisha. While the 
palimpsest of graffiti, as it were, was on its own aesthetically-pleasing, there was 
something uncannily familiar about the female figure, so I took a picture to look into it 
another time. 
 

That photograph, reproduced on the back cover of this journal, potentially raises a 
number of questions or possible objections. One may have a sudden reaction to deem it 
“orientalist” through any number of associations—such as fetishizing the geisha, 
geographically collapsing Japan and Turkey into a collective “East,” or the photograph 
itself as an artifact of my gaze. Of course, these and related issues here operate at multiple 
levels, since they represent choices made and unmade by the street-artist, photographer, 
publication review board, and viewer in sequence, each of which I will touch on below. 
 

If the paste-up was made by a European, then many of these questions are subject 
to the traditional critique; if instead it was posted by a Turk, and represented still an 
Orientalizing or Japanophilic impulse of the part of that artist, then the artwork also 
represents a deferred east—shifting the notion of “oriental” to something further east than 
itself. This ambivalence is always already in motion: the anonymity of street art (to the 
uninitiated passerby) is here hardly relieved in its practice by both Turks and foreigners in 
the city. One of the most visible instances of graffiti in Istanbul are a series of yellow fists 
dotting various buildings in Beyoğlu, which were supposedly left in 2006 by Kripoe,1 an 
artist active in Berlin. An annual street-art festival began the following year, which 
features local and sometimes international artists. Then, in 2010, the European Union 
named the city a “European Capital of Culture.” Interrogating that designation, Routledge 
published an edited volume entitled Orienting Istanbul: Cultural Capital of Europe?, whose 
cover was the roof of the Büyük Valide Han, a historic building which supposedly some 

                                                
1 http://northeasternuniversityjournalism2011.wordpress.com/2011/07/18/in-istanbul-artists-take-their-
ideas-to-the-streets/ 
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French students tagged (circa 2004) with a spray-paint interpretation of the Istanbul 
skyline.2 
 
 As it turns out, after researching, this image—like Kripoe’s fists or the painted 
skyline—was imposed on the wall by a foreigner; here, a Spaniard working under the name 
Olivia, whose oeuvre recasts Olive Oyl (girlfriend of Popeye the Sailor) into various guises, 
that of the geisha being referred to as either Oligeysha or Madame Olifly.3 Under our above 
criteria, then, the standard critiques will apply. 
 

That the question at stake, as I have framed it, rests on a(n un)shared (sub)culture 
which is “European or not” rather than “Middle Eastern or not” is perhaps in tension with 
the editorial concern of a journal whose geographic stake is more in Anatolia/Asia than 
Thrace/Europe—though such a position itself privileges a particular orientation of 
subjecthood. Thus, those who nod in agreement at my potential self-incrimination from the 
outset might have themselves pre-commitments which circumscribe viable documentary 
photographic encounter—which overlooks both the moment’s aesthetic choice (beside 
which lie, perhaps, these other interests under discussion) to point my lens at a year’s-old 
paste-up rather than the half-millennial mosque just behind. In short, while we may remain 
concerned with the visual ethics of Olivia’s geisha, we cannot discount our encounter with 
it as relevant to the negotiation of visual culture in urban Istanbul. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

                                                
2 Deniz Göktürk, Levent Sosyal, and İpek Türeli (eds)., Orienting Istanbul: Cultural Capital of Europe? (London: 
Routledge, 2010), 19. 
3 Among others, see http://www.flickr.com/photos/justin_case/sets/72157623167214658/#


